
A Simulation-Oriented Formalization for aPsyhologial TheoryPaulo Salem da Silva and Ana C. V. de MeloUniversity of São PauloDepartment of Computer SieneSão Paulo � Brazilsalem�ime.usp.br avm�ime.usp.brAbstrat. In this paper we present a formal spei�ation of a tradition-ally informal domain of knowledge: the Behavior Analysis psyhologialtheory. Our main objetive is to highlight some motivations, issues, on-strutions and insights that, we believe, are partiular to the task offormalizing a preexisting informal theory. In order to ahieve this, wegive a short introdution to Behavior Analysis and then explore in detailsome fragments of the full spei�ation, whih is written using the Z for-mal method. With suh a spei�ation, we argue, one is in better positionto implement a software system that relates to an atual psyhologialtheory. Suh relation ould be useful, for instane, in the implementationof multi-agent simulators.1 IntrodutionMathematial approahes have been suessful in representing the universe ofnatural sienes and engineering. Modern Physis is, perhaps, the greatest ex-ample of this suess. Yet, many important �elds of study remain distant fromformal strutures and reasoning. Among these, we regard Psyhology as parti-ularly interesting.Roughly speaking, Psyhology is divided into several shools of thought, andeah one adopts its own de�nitions, methods and goals. As examples, we mayite Psyhoanalysis, Cognitivism and Behaviorism. The later is further dividedinto several approahes, out of whih Behavior Analysis [1℄, reated by BurrhusFrederi Skinner, stands out. While not stritly built on formal terms, it doesbear some resemblane to them through detailed and preise de�nitions. As aonsequene, it suggests the possibility of a omplete formalization.With this in mind, we have designed a formal spei�ation for agent behaviorbased on the Behavior Analysis theory. Its purpose is twofold. First, it shouldallow the onstrution of agent simulators following the priniples of this psy-hologial shool. Seond, it aims at demonstrating the possibility and the value,from a Software Engineering perspetive, of formally speifying traditionally in-formal domains in order to build tools related to these domains.The spei�ation of the Behavior Analysis theory has been written with theZ formal method [2℄, and this paper presents its fundamental struture, but



does not go deep into all details. Our aim, here, is to highlight some issues,onstrutions and insights that, we believe, are partiular to the task of formal-izing a preexisting informal domain of knowledge. Moreover, we hope that ourpresentation argue in favor of this kind of formalization.We are aware of some other works similar to ours either on their purposesor on their methods. A multi-agent spei�ation framework written in Z, alledSMART, an be found in [3℄. One of the authors of this book is also involvedin the formal modelling and simulation of stem ells [4℄. Neuron models andsimulations are ommon pratie in the �eld of Computational Neurosiene [5,6℄. We do not know, however, of attempts to formalize whole theories aboutorganism behavior.Set. 2 details the proess through whih our spei�ation was oneived.Naturally, we assume that the reader is not familiar with Psyhology. Therefore,Set. 3 presents a brief introdution to the fundamental elements of BehaviorAnalysis. Set. 4 explores some fragments of the spei�ation in detail, usingthem to illustrate relevant points. We expet the reader to know the basis ofthe Z formal method, whih an be learned in works suh as [2℄ and [7℄. Set.5 summarizes our main results and further elaborates on them. Finally, Set. 6aknowledges the help we reeived.2 Formalization ProessAlthough the formalization proess we employed is not preise, it does follow anumber of priniples and praties whih are worth registering. In this setionwe present this knowledge, as strutured as possible.Let us begin by traing the two major steps that we went through, namely:1. De�nition of the main entities and relationships in the theory;2. Addition of restritions and further struture upon the entities and relation-ships.The �rst step allow us to identify the elements upon whih we should fous.This, we believe, is speially important if the domain being formalized is notentirely understood. In our ase, we initially built an ontology [8, 9℄ for theonepts of Behavior Analysis as desribed by Skinner in the book Siene andHuman Behavior [1℄. Among the tehniques we employed to aomplish thisstage, the most relevant ones are the following:� Map hapters or setions to subsystems. By doing this, we reused the generalstruture of the original theory;� Build the ontology as the book is read. We adopted the disipline of editingthe ontology at the end of setions or hapters;� Register onepts in the ontology without struture and later organize them.This is important beause sometimes it is not lear what a onept atuallymeans or where it should be positioned in the ontology. As one gains moreknowledge about the domain, it beomes simpler to organize the availableonepts.



In the seond step, then, we an fous our attention on the details of eah en-tity and relationship identi�ed in the previous step. More expressive formalismsmight be needed at this point. In our work, we employed the Z formal methodto this end. Z was hosen in part beause of our prior experiene with it, butalso owing to the method's emphasis on axiomati desriptions, re�nement andmodularization. Moreover, we used the Z/EVES tool [10℄ to help us write thespei�ation.To gain a deeper understanding of the identi�ed entities, we also began tostudy other referenes, speially the book Learning [11℄, written by CharlesCatania, a well known ontemporary psyhologist. The formal spei�ation, thus,is mostly strutured aording to the views of Skinner himself, though we haveused a modern referene to improve our understanding of spei� topis. At thispoint, we found the following praties to be useful:� Design subsystems to be as isolated as possible;� Try to express new things in terms of what is available. We found that onesome base onepts are set, muh an be expressed using them;� When de�ning an operation, try to aount for all possible input ases. Thishelps spot onditions that have not being onsidered, either by the originaltheory, or by the formalization. We shall see an example of this in Set. 4.2;� When a onept is not lear, leave it as abstrat as neessary. By not tryingto formalize what is not well understood, one avoids having to hange theformalization later on;� When a onept may have multiple interpretations, provide an abstrat de-�nition followed by re�nements that speialize it. We shall enounter anexample of this in Set. 4.2;� Do not attempt to formalize all details of the theory at one. In our expe-riene, suh ambition is doomed to failure, for the more details are added,the harder it gets to onnet eah part of the spei�ation to the others.Suh are the main praties we employed. In Set. 4 we shall enounter someof them applied to an atual example.3 A Brief Introdution to Behavior AnalysisWe now present some fundamental ideas and elements of Behavior Analysis,upon whih we have built our formal spei�ation.Behaviorism is a branh of Psyhology reated in the beginning of the 20thentury. It was born mainly as an opposition to the dominating idea that theobjetive of Psyhology was the study of the mind. Behaviorists rejeted thisposition, laiming that it was too vague and unsuitable for sienti� investiga-tion. They asserted that the true purpose of Psyhology should be the studyof the behavior of organisms, whih, they thought, was a preise onept and,therefore, within the realm of natural siene.11 See [12℄ for a lassial exposition of these priniples.



The Behaviorist tradition produed several important thinkers, from whihBurrhus Frederi Skinner was, perhaps, the most notorious one. Between thedeades of 1930 and 1950 he developed his own kind of Behaviorism, alledBehavior Analysis.In Behavior Analysis, the fundamental objet of study is the organism. Or-ganisms pereive their environments through stimuli and at upon suh environ-ments through behavior. Further, a relation is assumed to exist between stimuliand behavior, in suh a way that behavior is, ultimately, determined by thestimulation reeived by the organism. Thus, the purpose of this siene is thepredition and ontrol of behavior.This objetive is pursued mainly through the lassi�ation of several phe-nomena onerning stimuli and behavior. The hope is that regularities an bedisovered, leading to the formulation of behavioral laws. Let us �rst examinethe ideas onerning stimulation, and then proeed to the points about behavior.Eah stimulus has an utility value. That is, it is either pleasant or painful,desired or feared. Some stimuli, alled primary, possess utility values a priori,independently of prior experiene. All others, alled onditioned, have their util-ities determined by primary stimuli during the organism's life.The relations between primary and onditioned stimuli are modi�ed throughthe proess named stimulus onditioning. Essentially, it is a learning proess thattries to relate the ourrene of ertain stimuli to the ourrene of others. Inother words, it allows organisms to formulate ausal laws about their environ-ments. As an example, onsider a dog that is always fed after a whistle. Initially,only the presentation of food an make the dog salivate. With time, however, thedog learns that the whistle is related to the food, ausing him to salivate withthe whistle, prior to any food delivery. In this ase, food is the primary stimulus,sine it is naturally pleasant to the dog. The whistle, on the other hand, is aonditioned stimulus, whih beomes related to food.Stimulus onditioning also works the other way around. If the relation be-tween two onditioned stimuli is not maintained, it tends to disappear. In theprevious example, if the whistle is no longer followed by food, it is likely that,after some time, it won't eliit salivation.Now let us proeed to the study of behavior. Behavior Analysis de�nes twomain lasses of behavior, namely, the lass of re�exes and the lass of operants.A re�ex is haraterized by an anteedent stimulus, whih auses the organismto behave in some way. For instane, salivation is a re�ex, sine it is ausedby the the presentation of food. Re�exes are innate to the organism. That is,they are not learning strutures, they annot be reated nor modi�ed in greatextent. Operants, on the other hand, are far more �exible behavioral strutures.An operant is de�ned by a onsequent stimulus. The operant stands for thebehavior that leads to this stimulus. That is, the behavior that operates in theenvironment in order to generate the stimulus. Notie that if a behavior nolonger takes to a stimulus, or if the behavior required to reah that stimulushanges, the operant hanges as well. They are, therefore, learning strutures.As an example, suppose that a dog learns that the push of a button brings



food to him. Then this button pushing behavior beomes an operant, for it isassoiated with a spei� onsequent stimulus.It is through operant behavior that the most interesting issues arise in Be-havior Analysis. Organisms an have their behavior hanged by operations ofreinforement and punishment. Reinforement is the presentation of pleasantstimuli as a reward for partiular behaviors. Punishment, in turn, aounts forthe presentation of unpleasant stimuli, in order to inhibit spei� behaviors.There are many ways to perform these operations, alled shedules of reinfore-ment. Eah shedule modi�es behavior in a distint way.There are other interesting onepts, but we shall limit ourselves to these,for they are su�ient to understand the examples that ome in the next setion.Moreover, most of the onepts disussed above are present expliitly in ourspei�ation. And how a simulator based on it ould be useful? One we de�nean organism, we an perform simulations to determine properties like:� How frequent should reinforement be in order to preserve behaviors of in-terest;� How muh time it takes to teah the organism a new behavior.In general, simulations ould replae some experiments usually done withreal animals.4 ResultsAs stated above, the spei�ation is too large to be ompletely desribed in thispaper. Therefore, in this setion we do not present the whole spei�ation, butsome of its most signi�ant parts, from whih useful disussion an be drawn.Some shemata used might not be de�ned for this reason. Set. 4.1 gives anoverview of the spei�ation's general struture, while Set. 4.2 explores some ofits most instrutive parts in detail.4.1 Spei�ation OverviewThe formalization's main goal is to allow the onstrution of a system that simu-lates the behavior of organisms aording to the priniples of Behavior Analysis.It is natural, therefore, to build a spei�ation entered around the onept of�organism�. The main objet of our spei�ation is an isolated organism, whihreeives stimuli from an environment and produes behavioral responses. It ismodelled as a state mahine aording to the following priniples:� Time is disrete;� At every instant, the state of the organism may hange;� At every instant, the organism may reeive one stimulus;� At every instant, the organism may produe a new behavioral response.



Changes in the state of the organism are given either spontaneously or asonsequenes of stimulation. These hanges are ontrolled by several meha-nisms, whih we have divided into subsystems. Eah subsystem is responsiblefor a partiular aspet of behavior and is losely related to major onepts inthe psyhologial theory. Thus, formally, an organism is a omposition of severalsubsystems, as the following shema shows.
Organism

stimulationSubsystem : StimulationSubsystem

respondingSubsystem : RespondingSubsystem

driveSubsystem : DriveSubsystem

emotionSubsystem : EmotionSubsystemAt every instant, the organism may reeive a new stimulus, whih is proessedby all subsystems in no partiular order. How these stimuli are generated or howthe organism's behavior hanges the environment is out of the spei�ation'ssope. Nevertheless, we do provide a simple de�nition of the simulation proesswith the following shema.
Simulator

organism : Organism

currentInstant : Instant4.2 Spei�ation: Main ElementsLet us now proeed to the detailed examination of some parts of the spei�ation.In what follows, we �rst explores some of the stimulation subsystem, and thengive some details of operant behavior, de�ned in the responding subsystem.Stimulation The spei�ation of stimulus proessing is partiularly suitable forthe disussion of how traditional mathematial strutures, suh as graphs, an beused in formalization proesses. The fat that these phenomena an be translatedto well studied formal strutures sheds new light on them. It allows us to onsiderpossibilities that ould have remained hidden prior to the formalization.We begin by giving the main stimulation subsystem de�nition.
StimulationSubsystem

StimulationParameters

StimulusImplication

StimulusEquivalence

currentStimuli : P Stimulus

stimulus status : Stimulus → StimulusStatus



Consider the several shema imports above. The �rst, StimulationParameters,merely de�nes the parameters that are given as input to the simulation. Theyde�ne what is partiular, a priori, to the organism being simulated. We shall notpursuit it in detail here. Our interest is in the other two, StimulusImplicationand StimulusEquivalence. They arry the fundamental de�nitions that allow theformalization of stimulus onditioning operation. As we pointed out earlier, suhoperation allows organisms to learn about how their environment works. Let us�rst examine it informally and then, upon that, build a formal de�nition.The behavior of organisms depends greatly on their power to learn how envi-ronmental stimuli are related. Sometimes, it is useful to onsider two stimuli thatare, in reality, di�erent, to be equivalent. For example, if, through experimentalproedures, we arrange that both the presene of a red light and of a green lightare always followed by the same onsequenes (e.g., food), why should a hungryorganism bother to distinguish between the olors? As far as the organism isonerned, the two lights are equivalent.On the other hand, sometimes the appropriate relation is one that de�nesausality, not equivalene. In the previous example, we may arrange the proe-dure so that the red light is always followed by food. In this ase, the learningtakes the order of stimulation into aount: though red light is followed by food,food is not neessarily followed by a red light. That is, the organism may estab-lish an impliation between red light and food.We now proeed to the formalization of these ideas. Notie that ausal lawsare ertainly re�exive, sine a stimulus trivially auses itself. They are also tran-sitive, in the sense that ausality an be hained (e.g., stimulus s1 auses s2whih, in turn, auses s3). Finally, in priniple no symmetry is needed (e.g., if s1auses s2, there is no need, at �rst, for s2 to ause s1). We are now in positionto speify ausality in the StimulusImplication shema. It also de�nes a funtionalled sCorrelation, whih aounts for the fat that some impliations may bestronger than others.
StimulusImplication

sCauses : P(Stimulus × Stimulus)

sCorrelation : Stimulus × Stimulus → Correlation

∀ s1, s2, s3 : Stimulus •

(s1 sCauses s1) ∧

(((s1 sCauses s2) ∧ (s2 sCauses s3)) ⇒ (s1 sCauses s3))

∀ s1, s2 : Stimulus | s1 sCauses s2 •

∃ c : Correlation • ((s1, s2) 7→ c) ∈ sCorrelationStimulus equivalene relations, in turn, an be de�ned in terms of stimulusimpliation. We merely add the symmetry axiom and require the sCorrelationfuntion to have the same value in both diretions.



StimulusEquivalence

StimulusImplication

equals : P(Stimulus × Stimulus)

∀ s1, s2 : Stimulus •

(s1 equals s2) ⇔ (s1 sCauses s2) ∧ (s2 sCauses s1)

∀ s1, s2 : Stimulus | s1 equals s2 •

sCorrelation(s1, s2) = sCorrelation(s2, s1)With this, we have ahieved a formal spei�ation for the relations amongstimuli. But we may ontinue our analysis, asting this spei�ation in otherterms. Notie that stimulus impliation may be regarded as a direted graph(Fig. 1(a)), in whih verties represent stimuli and edges are the onditioningbetween stimuli. Similarly, stimulus equivalene an also be seen as a graph (Fig.1(b)), but undireted. Furthermore, edges in both graphs might have weight, ifthe orrelation of the onditioning is to be taken into aount.
Fig. 1. (a) An example of stimulus impliation represented as a direted graph; (b) Anexample of stimulus equivalene represented as an undireted graph.Regarding this stimuli graph, new psyhologial questions arise. In fat, wean use all our knowledge of Graph Theory and searh algorithms to formulatequestions, bringing new light to the psyhologial theory itself. For instane,onsider the following:� When looking for ausal relations, whih searh strategy do organisms em-ploy? Do they exeute a depth- or breadth-�rst searh?� How deep an a searh go? Is there some sort of memory limitation thatprevents it from being exaustive?Answers to these questions, of ourse, are left to psyhologists. We must, how-ever, model this lak of knowledge somehow. Fortunately, the Z formal methodallows us to do this easily, as follows. For all operations that deal with stimulus



impliation and equivalene, we �rst de�ne a more abstrat version, ontainingonly axioms that we are sure to hold. Then we provide one or more re�nementsthat add assumptions to it. This allows experimentation with several possibil-ities and makes it easier to update the spei�ation as we learn more aboutpsyhologial phenomena.2As an example, let us onsider the shemata that speify how the utility ofa stimulus is alulated. Reall from Set. 3 that stimuli are divided into twolasses, namely, primary and onditioned. Primary stimuli have utility values apriori, while onditioned stimuli have their utilities alulated in terms of theprimary ones. Moreover, drives and emotions an in�uene this alulation. Themore general version of stimulus utility, StimulusUtility , states that there existsa funtion that alulates the utility in terms of the stimulus, a set of emotionsand a set of drives.
StimulusUtility

StimulationSubsystem

EmotionSubsystem

DriveSubsystem

sUtility : Stimulus → Utility

∃ f : Stimulus × P Emotion × P Drive → Utility •
∀ s : Stimulus •

sUtility(s) = f (s, activeEmotions, activeDrives)Clearly, this abstrat de�nition does not relate onditioned to primary stim-uli. The reason is that, as far as we an see, any suh relation must ontainassumptions that we are not sure to hold. Thus, the atual relation is givenin re�nements. A simple one is given by StimulusUtility Ref 1 shema, whihdepends on another shema, StimulusUtilityBase. In this re�nement, the alu-lation is performed by loating the best primary stimulus that an be reahedthrough stimulus impliation, and then applying emotional and driving �lters.
StimulusUtility Ref 1
StimulusUtilityBase

StimulusEmotionalRegulator

StimulusDriveRegulator

∀ s : Stimulus •
sUtility(s) = driveRegulator(s, emotionalRegulator(s, base(s)))2 Notie that if the spei�ation is implemented in an objet-oriented language, thisapproah an be seen in terms of lass inheritane.



StimulusUtilityBase

StimulusUtility

StimulusImplication

base : Stimulus → Utility

∀ s : Stimulus •
(∃ p : primaryStimuli •

base(s) = primary utility(p) ∧
(∀ q : primaryStimuli | s sCauses q •

primary utility(p) ≥1 primary utility(q) ∧
(s sCauses p))) ∨

(∀ p : primaryStimuli •
¬ (s sCauses p) ∧
sUtility(s) = neutral)In the next setion we shall make referenes to some of the entities presentedhere in order to show how di�erent subsystems are related.Operant Behavior Operant behavior, as we have seen in Set. 3, is the mostimportant behavioral lass within Behavior Analysis. We shall study it herefrom two perspetives. First, its formalization is not straightforward, and weshall examine some of the di�ulties. Seond, operant proessing is not simple,but an be elegantly modeled to some extent.Let us begin by de�ning an operant.

Operant

StimulusUtility

antecedents : P(P Stimulus)

action : Action

consequence : Stimulus

consequenceContingency : (P Stimulus) 7→ Correlation

sUtility(consequence) 6= neutral

∅ ∈ antecedents

dom consequenceContingency = antecedentsThe above shema states that an operant has an action whih leads to a
consequence. There are two important onsiderations to be made here. First,notie that we introdued the onept of ation. From the study of BehaviorAnalysis, we realized that there are some terminologial impreisions; a behavior(i.e., what is atually performed by the organism) and a behavior lass (i.e., aset ontaining behaviors that have some properties) are distint onepts, but



it is easy to onfuse them. Thus, we adopted the notion of ation to refer towhat would traditionally be alled a behavior or even a mehanial property ofbehavior.The seond onsideration regards the fat that Behavior Analysis de�nesoperants solely by a stimulus onsequene. Thus, in priniple, either no ationshould be de�ned within an operant, or all possible ations that lead to theonsequene should be present. This approah, however, would neglet the fatthat eah ation takes to the onsequent stimulus in a di�erent way. For in-stane, pushing either a red button or a green one might lead an animal to food.But, perhaps, the red button is more e�ient and, hene, will be more stronglyorrelated with the onsequene than the other.The shema also de�nes a set of sets of stimuli, antecedents . This aounts forthe fat that the stimuli urrently present in the environment might hange thehanes of reahing the desired onsequene. This is formalized by the funtion
consequenceContingency , whih takes anteedent stimuli to the probability ofsuess.Suh details show that a formalization proess is not just a matter of trans-lation. Sometimes it is neessary to add notions and to infer, from unlear prose,what was atually meant.We now move on to study some operations. In Z, we say that an operationis total if, and only if, its preonditions over all possibilities. This onept willguide our analysis from here on.Operants might be either reated or modi�ed. Here, we shall fous on operantmodi�ation, whih an be ahieved in four ways.First, a new environmental ondition might be learned. This is alled a dis-rimination operation, for it allows the organism to disriminate among severalenvironmental possibilities. Eah possibility is de�ned by a set of disriminativestimuli.

DiscriminationOp

OperantOp

discriminativeStimuli? /∈ dom consequenceContingency

consequence? sCauses consequence

discriminativeStimuli? ∈ dom consequenceContingency ′

consequenceContingency ′(discriminativeStimuli?) >1 min correlationIn the above shema we import OperantOp, whih de�nes a general operationover an operant but is not neessary for the present disussion and, thus, isomitted.Seond, an already known environmental ondition might lead to the operantonsequent stimulus, whih strengthens their relation.



OperantConditioningOp

OperantOp

discriminativeStimuli? ∈ dom consequenceContingency

consequence? sCauses consequence

consequenceContingency ′(discriminativeStimuli?)
≥1 consequenceContingency(discriminativeStimuli?)Third, a known environmental state might not lead to the desired onse-quene, whih redues their relation.

ExtinctionOp

OperantOp

discriminativeStimuli? ∈ dom consequenceContingency

¬ (consequence? sCauses consequence)

consequenceContingency ′(discriminativeStimuli?)
≤1 consequenceContingency(discriminativeStimuli?)Finally, if neither the environmental ondition is known, nor the onsequenedesired, the operant simply remains unhanged.

NeutralOp

OperantOp

discriminativeStimuli? /∈ dom consequenceContingency

¬ (consequence? sCauses consequence)

consequenceContingency ′(discriminativeStimuli?)
= consequenceContingency(discriminativeStimuli?)Notie that these four de�nitions form a total operation: they over all pos-sibilities for the input variables discriminativeStimuli? and consequence?:1. DiscriminationOp aounts for the ase in whih discriminativeStimuli? 6∈

dom consequenceContingency .2. OperantConditioningOp handles the ase in whih discriminativeStimuli? ∈
dom consequenceContingency and consequence? sCauses consequence.3. ExtinctionOp ours when discriminativeStimuli? ∈ dom consequenceContingencyand ¬ (consequence? sCauses consequence).4. NeutralOp aounts for the remaining ase.This model an be further re�ned by adding the notions of reinforement andpunishment. Eah of these, in turn, an be either positive or negative. A positivereinforement aounts for the provision of a pleasant stimulus (e.g., provision



of food), while a negative reinforement stands for the removal of an unpleasantstimulus (e.g., relief from pain through analgesis). Punishment is analogous.At last, there is the ase in whih the stimulus is neither pleasant nor painful.Hene, there are �ve possibilities.
PositiveReinforcement

StimulusUtility

consequence? : Stimulus

sUtility(consequence?) >1 neutral

stimulus status(consequence?) = Beginning

NegativeReinforcement

StimulusUtility

consequence? : Stimulus

sUtility(consequence?) <1 neutral

stimulus status(consequence?) = Ending

PositivePunishment

StimulusUtility

consequence? : Stimulus

sUtility(consequence?) <1 neutral

stimulus status(consequence?) = Beginning

NegativePunishment

StimulusUtility

consequence? : Stimulus

sUtility(consequence?) >1 neutral

stimulus status(consequence?) = Ending

NeutralReinforcementOp 1
OperantOp

sUtility(consequence?) = neutralAgain, these possibilities aount for all ases. We an integrate them withthe previous shemata using the following formulae.



T FundamentalOperantOp =̂ DiscriminationOp ∨ OperantConditioningOp ∨
ExtinctionOp ∨ NeutralOp

PositiveReinforcementOp 1 =̂ T FundamentalOperantOp ∧
PositiveReinforcement

PositiveReinforcementOp 2 =̂ OperantFormationOp ∧ PositiveReinforcement

PositivePunishmentOp 1 =̂ T FundamentalOperantOp ∧
PositivePunishment

PositivePunishmentOp 2 =̂ OperantFormationOp ∧ PositivePunishmentWe may now ombine all of the above and de�ne a rather omplex totaloperation.
T OperantOp =̂ PositiveReinforcementOp 1 ∨ NegativeReinforcementOp 1 ∨

PositivePunishmentOp 1 ∨ NegativePunishmentOp 1 ∨
NeutralReinforcementOp 15 DisussionIn this paper, we disussed the formalization of the Behavior Analysis psyho-logial theory, a traditionally informal domain of knowledge. We argued that,though informal, suh theory is su�iently preise in order to allow a ompleteformal spei�ation. Moreover, we tried to show that there is muh to gain withsuh a formalization and that partiular issues arise when dealing with it.The formal spei�ation brings new questions to the knowledge it formalizes.As suh, it an be a theoretial tool for Psyhology. For instane, we saw thatgraphs an be used to model ertain stimuli properties. Furthermore, one im-plemented, experiments an be performed to validate the theory. Experimentsthat yield unexpeted results might demonstrate that the underlying theory isnot orret. And beause a formal spei�ation is responsible for the implemen-tation, the faulty assumptions ould be more easily loated.The onstrution of the ontology desribed in Set. 2 was easy and fast.Moreover, its struture was simple enough in order to allow a person not fa-miliar with formal spei�ations to read it. Therefore, it onstituted an usefulprototype, whih ould be used both to determine the value of further formal-ization and to allow an expert in the theory to validate the model.The Z formal method allowed useful tehniques, suh as the de�nition oftotal operations and of re�nement levels. Looking for total operations foresus to examine all possibilities of transformations. Hene, it helps spotting faultsboth in the spei�ation and in the original theory. Di�erent levels of re�nementsallow us to ope with inomplete information. Thus, when we are not sure aboutthe details of a partiular onept, we an nevertheless ahieve a formalization,by breaking it into several levels of abstration.Z also enourages modularization through shemata and integration throughshema alulus. We employed this failities to divide as muh as possible the
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